
 

100% Designed built in the USA Specifically to fit the Polaris Slingshot MC. 

All Work Factory Built USA by Family Owned Business. 

     

Make Sure Your Tongue Weight of Your Trailer Prior to Hooking up Shall Not EXCEED 20lbs 

Max Tongue Weights Including, You’re Trailer & The SS Hitch with Ball & Hitch Tightener    

Shall Not Exceed a Total of 34lbs 

Bolt on torque specs 60ft. lbs. With torque wrench NOT an impact wrench. 

Slide in Hitch Max Towing Capacity: 634 lbs. (MC Trailer and your Cargo together) Recommend MC Trailer 

weight  to NOT EXCEED 200 lbs.  

Sold Direct and Dealer Distributed 

Heavy Duty Steel Frame System. 

Engineered for extreme performance. 

Stealth Design, you won’t even know it’s there when slide in hitch portion is stored and not in use. 

Can be Installed by Dealer or DIY instructions provided by your dealer. 

Slide in hitch ball portion can fit behind seat in storage compartment of your Slingshot 

Your Slingshot MC will require the trailer wiring plug n Play sub harness specifically made for the 

Slingshot MC . Harnesses sold fits 2015- 2021 models. Choose harness for either 4 or 5 wire trailers. 

Your dealer may or may not sell the wiring kits. 

The Slingshot Trailer Towing Hitch System was designed, built in the USA and was built specifically for 

the Polaris Slingshots.  This hitch is made from high grade steel that was designed and engineered for 

extreme performance.  When not in use, remove the slide in hitch portion for a sleek and stealthy look. 

Note: Ball and Wiring Harness kits are sold separately. 

Slingshot Trailer Towing Hitch System: 

- Patent Pending  

Warnings: 

- Overloading your vehicle or trailer can result in serious injury or death 

- Only use trailers with a 1 7/8" coupler 

- Always use approved safety chains 

- Always use the safety pin on the hitch drawbar pin & clip hole. 

- Always use when towing the supplied anti-rattle hitch tightener  

Notices: 

- Gross vehicle weight, tongue weight, tire pressure and suspension must comply with the vehicle 

manufacturer and trailer manufacturer recommendations. Do not exceed any of these ratings. 

- Be familiar with the operation and controls of your vehicle before using this product 

- The end user will receive this instruction and fact sheet with their purchase 

- Vehicle performance will be affected when towing a trailer. 

- Remove hitch ball drawbar when not in use. 

- The anti-rattle Hitch Tightener is included with each new SS hitch purchase and (Mandatory) usage  

   On your hitch prior to towing to comply with your 90 Day Warranty.  

Note: Your New Slingshot Hitch with Ball & HitchTtightener weight = 14 Pounds

FACT SHEET & GUIDELINES

Slingshot Hitch, LLC
6050 Stetson Hills Blvd. Ste 421 Colorado Springs, CO 80922

SlingshotHitch.com
719-401-1182
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